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, that the previous version of

Abstract
Due to the growing global need for minerals, min-

was out-

dated and should be replaced as soon as possible.
During the time when the old

ing industry has signiicantly expanded in the re-

“ct was

cent decades, especially in the North. In order to

adopted, mining was a fundamentally diferent

comply with the new needs, mining legislation

business in comparison to the present process.

in Finland has gone through important changes

Mining was reserved only for Finnish natural

over the past years. One of the most fundamental
changes in the legislation was to include the protection of Sami rights in the new Mining “ct of

.

The article aims to shed light on the development
of the mining reform in Finland, to analyze how
Sami rights were taken into consideration during
the process, and to examine whether the current
legislation provides efective enough protection for
the Sami as an indigenous people. To obtain a valuable insight on the future prospects of mining in the
Sami Homeland, semi-structured interviews were
conducted with relevant parties involved from the
mining industry.

and legal persons, and in practice mining was
done by Finns mainly by state companies especially the Outokumpu company and exploration by the Geological Survey of Finland. This
situation changed dramatically with Finland
becoming party to the European Economic “rea
“greement as a European Free Trade “ssociation
EFT“ member and later becoming a Member
State of the European Union in

. This had an

overall efect that all natural and legal persons in
this area became eligible to conduct mining processes in Finland. In turn, this had a rapid impact
on mining, for instance in the notices of reserva-

In recent years, mining has become a signiicant

tions, which rose dramatically from

issue of societal and media discussion in Finland.

to

Multi-national companies are staking out vast ar-

force. “ similar phenomenon took place in re-

eas for exploration, and have already established

gard to exploration permits, the annual number

mining operations, which has caused much up-

having been around

roar in the neighboring areas. Many complained

force of the EE“, growing in

,

in

,

when the EE“ “greement entered into

before the entry into
to ,

.

before the enactment of the new Mining “ct in
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It can convincingly be argued that the

tional law as an indigenous people, it is clear that

Mining “ct operated in a dramatically diferent

there was also a need to include their legal status

seting than the current one. The idea behind

and rights within the new Mining “ct. The craft-

the

ing of a new Mining “ct started in

Mining “ct was that natural resources

were used for the beneit of the Finnish nation,

, when the

then Ministry of Trade and Industry hereinafter

and therefore a task in which state companies

the MTI

established two commitees to revise

had an important role to play. This can be com-

mining regulations, the outcomes of which were

pared to the present situation where the Finnish

delivered in

mineral deposits are explored by multi-national

commitees did not result in a Governmental ”ill,

companies and the minerals form only a small

thus a new Commitee under a diferent compo-

part of the global supply. “s such, the price is

sition was established in

driven by changes in global demand. It is there-

for a new Mining “ct.

5

.8 However, the work of these

to make a proposal

fore evident that if the operating environment for

The focus of this article is to study the difer-

mining processes has changed this dramatically,

ent versions leading to the reform of the Mining

there is a need to replace the current Mining “ct

“ct produced by the

with a new one.

from the perspective of how they take into ac-

One particular concern which is studied in
this article is that the

and

Commitees

count Sami rights and interests. Given that the

Mining “ct did not

Commitee produced a mid-report, a ver-

stipulate anything in its original form in regard

sion for commentary by stakeholders in March

to the Finnish Sami indigenous people. “t the

, and the inal

6

page proposal that was

time when the Mining “ct was enacted, the Sami

released on October

, it will be interesting

did not enjoy any special legal status. This situ-

to examine what kind of diferences exist among

ation has changed dramatically over the years,

these versions from the Sami viewpoint. More

especially since the

s. Since the Sami status

importantly, we will examine the level of legal

as an indigenous people has been guaranteed

and actual protection currently enjoyed by the

in the Finnish constitution from the

s, and

Sami regarding the impacts of mining, as well as

the Sami have gradually gained rights in interna-

the legal remedies available for them in regard to
their Homeland.

Exploration and Mining in Finland s Protected “reas,
the Sami Homeland and the Reindeer Herding “rea a
Guide prepared by the Finnish Ministry of Trade and
Industry, page , MTI Publications /
. “vailable at
htps //www.tem.i/iles/
/jul teo_eng_ “ .pdf
. .
6
The
Mining “ct was amended several times, although the only signiicant amendments were those of
opening mining to natural and legal persons in the EE“
area and adding references to nature and environmental
protection.
Section
of the Constitution states that The Sami,
as an indigenous people, as well as the Roma and other
groups, have the right to maintain and develop their
own language and culture . Section
provides In
their native region, the Sami have linguistic and cultural
self-government, as provided by an “ct . See the current
Finnish constitution
/
, at htp //www.inlex.i/en/
laki/kaannokset/
/en
.pdf

In order to obtain a more extensive overview

5

See only in Finnish Esitys kaivoslain uudistamiseksi Kaivoslain muutostarpeita selvitävä työryhmä Kauppa- ja teollisuusministeriön työryhmä- ja toimikuntaraporteja /
and Kaivosturvallisuussäädösten muutostarpeita selvitävän työryhmän raporti, Kauppa- ja
teollisuusministeriön työryhmä- ja toimikuntaraporteja
/
.
/K“IL“_
See at http //www.tem.fi/files/
valiraporti_ . .
inal.pdf
. .
.
The version is on ile with the author.
Ehdotus uudeksi kaivoslaiksi ja eräiden siihen liittyvien lakien muutamisesta. Kaivoslain uudistamista
valmistelleen työryhmän ehdotus Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriön julkaisuja, Konserni /
, at htp //www.
tem.fi/files/
/Ehdotus_uudeksi_kaivoslaiksi.pdf
. .
.
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and valuable insight on the future possibilities

. How Has the Mining Reform Evolved?

of mining in the Sami Homeland, we conducted

The

semi-structured interviews with mining com-

although the only signiicant amendments were

pany employees, CEO s, environmental impact

those of opening mining to natural and legal per-

assessment consultants and representatives of

sons in the EE“ area, and adding references to

the respective authorities in Finland, hence gath-

nature and environmental protection. Work to

ering information on irst-hand experience from

revise the current Mining “ct commenced in

the relevant parties involved. Unfortunately, we

when the MTI established two commitees, one

were not able to secure interviews with the Sami

of which was tasked with drawing up a proposal

parliament, which would have been important

for a new Mining “ct the other focused on min-

for our research results. We were, however, able

ing safety issues . The MTI initiated the reform

to ind Sami parliament statements on the basis of

process and it was continued by the new Ministry

which we could draw tentative conclusions as to

of Employment and the Economy MEE , which

the stance of the Parliament on issues of mining

started its operations as of

and their impacts on the Sami Homeland area.

membership and terms of reference of the com-

Mining “ct was amended several times,

January

. The

The interviewees were asked general ques-

mitee were therefore determined by a ministry

tions on the current and future possibilities of

with a very favourable outlook on mining. “s the

conducting mining operations on Sami lands

National “udit Oice N“O pointed out in its

their experience if any on consulting with Sami

assessment, the MTI had over the years be-

people and their opinion as to whether the new

come a very pro-mining governmental ministry,

Mining “ct provides strong enough protection

a fact which did not serve the interests of having

for Sami rights.

a thorough and broad discussion over how min-

The level of the Sami rights protection under

ing should be conducted in Finland. To have

the new Mining “ct is, furthermore, one of the

such a reform process commenced from this sort

core research areas of the Sustainable Mining,

of institutional seting is not an ideal situation, if

Local Communities and Environmental Regula-

it is to take into account the societal interests and

tion in Kolarctic “rea SUMILCERE project.

values related to mining.

The authors hereto consider the present work as
a signiicant contribution to this project.

The irst commitee that commenced its work
in

was composed of a fairly diverse group of

participants representing varying interests and
We made a sincere efort to interview the Sami parliament but obtained no responses, despite extensive eforts
to secure these interviews.
Due to the insistence of our interviewees, we have
respected their requests for full anonymity. Hence, in relaying the results of the interviews, we are unable to disclose even the respective name of the authority or mining
company. In general, we therefore refer to what category
the actor represents and when their interview took place.
“mong other research questions, the project, funded
by the Kolarctic ENPI C”C initiative of the European
Union and being run within the period of
, focuses on the rights of the Sami as an indigenous people in
the course of mining activities. It aims at comparing the
level of protection in the countries inhabited by Sami, i.
e. Finland, Norway, Sweden and Russia.

ministries. It included a university professor of
environmental law, three members who represented mining interests Union of Rock Industry, Finnish “ssociation of Extractive Resources
Industry, and the Outokumpu company , two
See, at htp //www.tem.i/en/ministry/history_of_the_
ministry
. .
.
See p. of the Finnish version of the assessment, supra note . This can be obtained only in Finnish. Esitys
kaivoslain uudistamiseksi Kaivoslain muutostarpeita
selvitävä työryhmä. Kauppa- ja teollisuusministeriön
työryhmä- ja toimikuntaraporteja /
. Edita Publishing
,
pages.
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representatives of the environmental ministry,

The Commitee did make a proposal for

one member of the The Finnish Landowners

a new Mining “ct in

, with altogether

Organisation and two from MTI plus the vice-

“rticles. Chapter

chair . The Chair was from the Geological Survey

the Commitee favors particular solutions, and

of Finland and the Commitee had a total of

Chapter

members.

Mining “ct.

contains grounds as to why

leshes out the text of the proposed
However, the Commitee could

The Commitee was assigned to update the

not reach consensus on the whole proposal and

regulations that concerned prospecting and min-

thus its report includes ive dissenting opinions

ing safety issues were handled by another com-

two from the Ministry of the Environment of-

mitee . In addition to this general task, the Com-

icials, and three from the members represent-

mitee was required to take a stance on certain

ing the mining industry. There were altogether

speciic questions

to clarify the legal status

statements to the Commitee proposal from

of material such as waste rock that comes out

stake-holders

of mining whether it is waste or a side-product

any further action.

to be handled within the mining site ,

the is-

In

a proposal that did not lead to

, the MTI established a new Commit-

sues related to safely managing the post-closing

tee to continue work on this topic

phase of the mine,

tee that was composed solely of civil servants.

the question of renting and

a Commit-

The composition was also much more limited in

using the mining right.
The Commitee itself saw it necessary to

number and consisted of two members from the

make a proposal for a new Mining “ct that

MTI plus the chair , one from the Ministry of

would replace the

Mining “ct. It also per-

Social “fairs and Health, one from the Minis-

ceived that in addition to the special tasks on

try of the Environment and one from the Safety

which it was assigned to take stance, it would

Technology “uthority ST“, which was under

address the issue of modernizing the procedures,

the auspices of MTI . Hence there were only ive

hearing the views of interested parties and clari-

members, and the lead was more clearly in the

fying the conditions for decision-making. It was

hands of the MTI, which due to organizational

provided that the Mining “ct would remain as

changes at the beginning of

an act of law which would deal with prospecting

as part of a new super-ministry

for, examining and exploiting the minerals, and

of the Employment and the Economy MEE . In

which would protect the proponent s right to ex-

addition, the Commitee had two permanent ex-

clusively mine, also in land belonging to others.

perts, one from ST“ and one from the Geological

The Commitee expressed explicitly that its pri-

Survey of Finland both of which are under the

mary approach to the revision of the Mining “ct

MEE . The secretary to the Commitee was also

was based on the approach that could be charac-

from the MEE.

was included
the Ministry

terized as a right to livelihood .

Ibid., preface. The Commitee proposal is under the
name of nine persons, because one member took a leave
of absence from January
.
Ibid., preface.
Ibid., p. .
Ibid., p. .

Ibid., pp.
.
Ibid, pp.
.
N“O “ssessment Report, Finnish version, p. , footnote .
See the
January
mid-report in Finnish only ,
/
p. , by the Commitee at htp //www.tem.i/iles/
K“IL“_valiraporti_ . .
inal.pdf
. .
.
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The terms of reference of the

Commit-

single document . In particular, the

Com-

tee were to revise the Mining “ct on the basis of

mitee argues that the previous Commitee did

the two Commitee reports issued in

not take into account the requirement to secure

. Hence,

it was this new Commitee that would also deal

basic rights and liberties and also the Section

with mining safety issues, although it was decid-

Constitutional requirement that legislation needs

ed to establish a special division for this purpose.

to be precise and clearly deined.

“ccording to its terms of reference, the commit-

The

Commitee s approach is very dif-

tee needed to pay atention to accommodating

ferent from its predecessor because it emphasizes

mining and other legislation, and take into ac-

the constitutionally guaranteed basic rights and

count the Constitutional law principle that regu-

liberties

lation needs to be precise and clearly deined.

Chapter of the Finnish Constitution. In fact, the

The Commitee s term of oice was set out to ex-

basic rights and liberties were already adopted in

pire on
“pril

December

not human rights

by amending the Constitution “ct, and it is

, but was extended to

indeed relevant to ask why the

.

“lthough the

Commitee was to con-

as enshrined in

Commitee

did not take into account the requirements of the

tinue on the basis of the work done by its pre-

Constitution when it made its proposal in

decessor, it provides in its mid-report that it has

It seems that the basic rights and liberties started

not been able to do this because its predecessor

to exert inluence only gradually on law-making

had not taken into account the requirements for

and law-application in Finland, especially from

preparing legislation on the basis of the Finn-

onwards. Hence, it may very well be that

ish Constitution, which entered into force on
March

and for the irst time merged all

of the various Constitutional documents into a

the

.

Commitee commenced its work with

a traditional type of law-making, whereas by
the time the

Commitee was assigned to its

task, it was already common practice to include
Ibid., pp.
.
Section
of the Finnish Constitution is as follows
Issuance of Decrees and delegation of legislative powers. The President of the Republic, the Government and
a Ministry may issue Decrees on the basis of authorisation given to them in this Constitution or in another “ct.
However, the principles governing the rights and obligations of private individuals and the other maters that
under this Constitution are of a legislative nature shall
be governed by “cts. If there is no speciic provision on
who shall issue a Decree, it is issued by the Government.
Moreover, other authorities may be authorised by an “ct
to lay down legal rules on given maters, if there is a special reason pertinent to the subject mater and if the material signiicance of the rules does not require that they
be laid down by an “ct or a Decree. The scope of such an
authorisation shall be precisely circumscribed. General
provisions on the publication and entry into force of Decrees and other legal norms are laid down by an “ct . See
the English version of the Finnish Constitution at htp //
www.inlex.i/i/laki/kaannokset/
/en
.pdf
. .
.
See at http //www.tem.fi/index.phtml?s=
. .
.

considerations relating to basic rights and liber-

Section
provides that This Constitution repeals
the following constitutional “cts, as amended
The Constitution “ct of Finland, of
July
The Parliament “ct, of
January
The “ct on
the High Court of Impeachment, of
November
/
and
The “ct on the Right of Parliament to
Inspect the Lawfulness of the Oicial “cts of the Members of the Council of State, the Chancellor of Justice and
the Parliamentary Ombudsman, of
November
/
.
See the
January
mid-report of the Committee in Finnish only , page
, paragraph . . .
/K“IL“_
“vailable at http //www.tem.fi/files/
valiraporti_ . .
inal.pdf
. .
.
This is a litle bit odd as Section
Protection of
basic rights and liberties provides that The public authorities shall guarantee the observance of basic rights
and liberties and human rights .
Constitutional law professor Ilkka Saraviita s emeritus lecture in the University of Lapland, hall , .
. , on September
.
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ties when an act of law was prepared. The

. Governmental ”ill

Commitee also holds that its predecessor did not

. The new Mining “ct that revokes the old

take into account other legislation applicable to

Mining “ct,

/

/

.

.

mining to a suicient degree, and did not accord
enough importance to legislative hierarchy. The

Given that the most signiicant changes took

Commitee could also by-pass some of the issues

place after the Sami parliament was able to of-

that were dealt with by its predecessor because

fer its comments on the Draft Mining “ct March

new legislation had been adopted after time at

version , it is useful to compare the version that

which the

Commitee had handed out its

was given to stakeholders dated . .

proposal in

.

the inal Mining “ct of

The work of the

Commitee has taken a

long time, with its original term of oice having

tober

and

, given that the Oc-

draft had already been changed from

the perspective of Sami rights.

“pril

The March version of the Mining “ct was

, the MEE organized stake-

based on the idea that it was Sami reindeer herd-

holder consultations on the basis of the irst draft

ing being a signiicant part of Sami culture

of a Mining “ct. This irst draft will be used in

and harshly afected by mining activities that

this article as a version of comparison to the i-

needed to be protected. This version was clear-

nal Draft Mining “ct that was handed down on

ly inluenced by the requirements of “rticle

been extended from the end of
. In March

October

to

, and which was then developed

of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,

and inally as

especially in the way that the article had been

a new Mining “ct which entered into force on

interpreted by its monitoring body, the Human

irstly as a government bill in
July

Rights Commitee. This is of course no surprise,

.

given that the Covenant had been incorporated

. How Were Sami Rights Ensured
During the Process?

into the Finnish legal system at the level of an “ct

In this part of the paper, the intention is to exam-

domestic courts. The Human Rights Commitee

ine how the various versions of the new Mining

has often ofered the following viewpoint, es-

“ct produced by the Commitees came to respect

pecially in paragraph

the rights of the Sami. There were various ver-

No.

sions of the act produced by the Commitees
. The

Mid-report handed out by the

Commitee Mid-report .
. The March

version of the Draft Mining

“ct was given to the stake-holders for them to
comment to the Commitee in private discussions with the MEE. This is referred to here as
the March version .
. The Draft Mining “ct was handed down on
October

by the MEE, and which was

soon to be circulated for comment hereinafter the Draft Mining “ct .

of Parliament, so it is regularly applied by the

of its General Comment

With regard to the exercise of the cultural
rights protected under article

, the Com-

mitee observes that culture manifests itself
in many forms, including a particular way of
life associated with the use of land resources,
especially in the case of indigenous peoples.
The text of the Covenant is available at htp //www.
ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/ccpr.aspx
. .
.
See the Decree /
by which the Covenant was
incorporated at the level of an “ct of Parliament in
Finland, http //www.finlex.fi/fi/sopimukset/sopsteksti/
/
/
_
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That right may include such traditional ac-

The March version is the irst to contain the

tivities as ishing or hunting and the right to

procedure of how to incorporate the rights and

live in reserves protected by law [endnote

interests of Sami reindeer herding

omited]. The enjoyment of those rights may
require positive legal measures of protection
and measures to ensure the efective participation of members of minority communities

homeland region and in the reindeer herding region.
If mining is to be performed

in decisions which afect them.
The Human Rights Commitee has made it clear
in its case-practice, notably when giving its views
on two cases that Sami had petitioned against
Finland that all states have clear procedural and
substantive obligations towards indigenous traditional livelihoods and their continued vitality.
First of all, indigenous peoples need to be consulted before any decisions are made that may
infringe their traditional livelihoods. The Commitee has also made it clear that

a § Clarifying the issues in the Sami

[m]easures

whose impact amounts to a denial of the right are
incompatible with the obligations under article
. Hence, measures e.g. of Finland to permit
mining operations that would threaten the via-

on the basis

of exploration, exploitation…permit in the
Sami homeland region or in the reindeer
herding area, the mining oicial is obligated to negotiate on the basis of what is prescribed in article
act and article

§ of the Sami parliament
§ of the reindeer herding

act, and the oicial must request a statement
in the way prescribed in article

of the “ct

of Skolt Sami. It is the duty of the mining
authority to investigate the damages to the
Sami reindeer herding, and consider possible measures to prevent or mitigate such
impacts. The authority should also take into
account

bility of reindeer herding in a certain area would

similar permits that are in force in the vi-

be prohibited. Yet, as previously outlined by the

cinity of this application from the perspec-

Commitee in its views on case No.

tive of Sami reindeer herding

/

measures that have a certain limited impact on

The size of the areas that are

from the

the way of life and the livelihood of persons be-

viewpoint of the Sami reindeer herding

longing to a minority will not necessarily amount

rights afected by the current application

to a denial of the rights under article

.

Other ways that the close-by uses of areas
impact negatively the Sami reindeer herd-

General Comment No.
The rights of minorities
“rt.
/ /
. CCPR/C/ /Rev. /“dd. , General
Comment No. . General Comments , at htp //www.
unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/ /b b c b bb c
ed d
f ?Opendocument
Jouni E. Länsman et al. v. Finland, Communication No.
/
, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/ /D/ /
. Paragraph . , at htp //www .umn.edu/humanrts/undocs/
html/VWS
.htm
. .
.
Länsman et al. v. Finland, Communication No.
/
,
U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/ /D/
/
., http //
www .umn.edu/humanrts/undocs/html/vws
.htm
. .
. See paragraph . “ State may understandably wish to encourage development or allow economic
activity by enterprises. The scope of its freedom to do so

ing.
To clarify the mater, the mining authority
may organize a meeting to which the repreis not to be assessed by reference to a margin of appreciation, but by reference to the obligations it has undertaken
in article . “rticle
requires that a member of a minority shall not be denied his right to enjoy his culture.
Thus, measures whose impact amount to a denial of the
right will not be compatible with the obligations under
article . However, measures that have a certain limited
impact on the way of life of persons belonging to a minority will not necessarily amount to a denial of the right
under article
.
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sentatives of the Sami parliament, the rele-

herding in general terms of signiicant damage,

vant reindeer districts, the applicant and the

the question arises as to whether Sami reindeer

oicers who are in charge of the administra-

herding should in fact enjoy stronger measures

tion of the land are invited.

of protection.

“rticle

prescribes in what cases a mining per-

mit cannot be given

This and other issues were taken up by the
Sami Parliament when they reacted to the March
version as part of stakeholder consultations. It is

§ Obstacles to the granting of permit in

evident that the Sami parliament was able to in-

the Sami homeland region and in the rein-

luence the content of the Draft Mining “ct, since

deer herding area.

the October

The prospecting permit, mining permit, gold
panning permit shall not be given if the activity permited could result in injuries and
these damages cannot be substantially mitigated by permit conditions. The prohibited
damages are
. That one permit or many permits combined, together with other land uses that inluence reindeer herding would result in signiicant damage to Sami reindeer herding.
. That it would cause signiicant damage to
reindeer herding.
Hence, the March version is clearly in line with
what the Covenant requires of Finland vis-à-vis
protecting Sami traditional livelihood reindeer
herding, since it requires consultations and also
enables the mining authority to prohibit mining

version was already signiicant-

ly changed from the earlier March version, and
it is this October

version that survived to

form the inal new

Mining “ct, which reads

in relevant parts as follows
§ Clarifying the issues in the Sami homeland region and in the Skolt region
The permit authority must

together with

the Sami parliament, the region s reindeer
herding co-operatives … clarify the consequences from giving the prospecting permit,
mining permit, and gold panning permit
to the rights the Sami hold as an indigenous
people, who are entitled to uphold and develop their language and culture. The permit
authority must also consider measures that
could be taken to lessen or prevent these impacts.

if it may threaten the viability of reindeer herd-

The permit authority must take into account

ing. Yet, it may seem strange that Sami reindeer

Similar permits that are in force in the

herding and reindeer herding done by others
are protected in a similar way, with the same criterion of signiicant damage. This is very much
due to the way reindeer herding is organized in
Finland, since unlike in Sweden and Norway,
reindeer herding in Finland is not an exclusive
Sami livelihood. On the other hand, even though
the reindeer herding act does protect reindeer
This is laid down in p. of the March version, supra
note. Unoicial translation by Timo Koivurova.
Ibid., p. . Unoicial translation by Timo Koivurova.

vicinity of this application
The areas that are

from the viewpoint

of the rights Sami possess as an indigenous
people afected by the current application
Other ways that the close-by areas are
used that impact negatively to the rights
Sami possess as an indigenous people
Moreover, all this is also relevant for mining permits that are to operate outside of the
Sami homeland, but which have a signiicant
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impact on the rights the Sami possess as an

ing. It also focused on the Sami homeland area,

indigenous people.

and not on the impacts that may come from min-

The absolute prohibitions as regards to the Sami
indigenous rights of mining are outlined in “rticle

ing activities that take place outside of the homeland area but have impacts in the homeland area.
The most signiicant change is of course,
that now Sami indigenous rights are protected,

§ Permit cannot be given at all in the fol-

not only those of Sami reindeer herding. Even
if Sami reindeer herding will still be the central

lowing circumstances
The prospecting permit, mining permit, and
gold panning permit shall not be given if

focus of protection in the Mining “ct, the Sami
culture is now protected in broader terms, given
that mining often causes various kinds of social,

one permit or many permits combined

cultural and economic inluences in the near-by

cumulative impact would clearly weaken

areas, which may very well weaken the basis for

the preconditions together with other per-

overall Sami culture. The use of the term Sami

mits and other ways of using the area for

indigenous rights is also important, given that

the practice of traditional livelihoods of Sami

Sami indigenous rights have progressed rapidly

in their homeland region or would clearly

and will likely continue to do so in the future. In

weaken the preconditions to practice other

using a generic concept of indigenous rights ,

Sami livelihoods or weaken the possibilities

the Mining “ct provides conceptual openness for

to uphold and develop Sami culture.

change in light of the evolving law relating to in-

Would clearly weaken the living condi-

digenous peoples. “nother interesting addition

tions of the Skolt Sami and the possibilities

is the protection of Sami indigenous rights also

to practice livelihoods in the Skolt area.

from impacts arising from outside of the Sami

“ll these permits can be given, if these problems can be mitigated or erased via permit
conditions.

homeland region. It is hence easy to conclude
that the Sami parliament was able to inluence
the Commitee in its work in drafting a new Mining “ct. Now their rights are extremely well pro-

There are many positive improvements from

tected against any adverse impacts from mining,

the viewpoint of Sami protection from mining

at least in regard to the law.

impacts provided in the new Mining “ct, as

built very much on the Covenant on Civil and

. Does the New Mining Act Also Protect
the Sami in Reality From the Impacts of
Mining?

Political Rights and its “rticle

, and focused on

“s examined above, it is clear that the new min-

the protection of Sami reindeer, alongside rein-

ing act is almost the exact opposite from the old

deer herding in general from the impacts of min-

Mining “ct which did not even mention the

compared to the old Mining “ct and even to the
March

version. The March

version was

Sami. Even if many other pieces of legislation
such as the Sami Parliament “ct that requires
Kaivoslaki Mining “ct
. .
/
, see at htp //
www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/ajantasa/
/
?search
% ”type% D=pika&search% ”pika% D=kaivoslaki
. .
. Unoicial translation by Timo Koivurova.
Ibid.

negotiations with the Sami parliament were applicable before the new mining act, it is clear that
by including strong legal protection inside the
new Mining “ct, Sami legal protection against
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adverse impacts of mining has become stronger.

Sami Parliament has considered this an excellent

Moreover, the new Mining “ct provides strong

decision.

protection for the Sami not only in their Home-

The main bone of contention is currently be-

land, but also in relation to those mining projects

tween the Sami parliament and machinery gold

that are close to the Homeland, but which may

panning

have adverse impact on the Homeland region

claims and applications to Tukes. “s of yet there

itself.

has been no decision. The Sami do not oppose

the proponents of which have made

Currently, there are few exploration and ex-

traditional panning, without machine assistance,

ploitation permits that have been issued to oper-

but four machinery gold panning permits issued

ate in the Sami Homeland region, which consti-

by the mining authority have been challenged

tutes the northernmost municipalities of Enon-

by the Sami parliament. The “dministrative

tekiö, Inari, Utsjoki and part of the Sodankylä

Court decided in favor of the Sami, therefore

municipality. The Finnish Geological Survey

Tukes and the gold panning applicants have

has a reservation within an area of the Home-

proceeded to the Finnish Supreme “dministra-

land, where it wanted to conduct basic geologi-

tive Court S“C for a inal decision. Of much

cal scientiic research. However, its permit ap-

interest is how the S“C will decide these cases

plication for bedrock sampling from the land

since the Finnish court system in general follows

owner Metsähallitus

was rejected. “ccord-

closely on how the Human Rights Commitee

ing to the oicial reasoning, the planned activi-

gives content to the Covenant on Civil and Politi-

ties would have gone beyond basic research ,

cal Rights. Recently, and starting from the

and Metsähallitus did not want to be the entity

Poma Poma case, the Human Rights Commit-

that distinguished the border between basic re-

tee has made it clear that it is not enough for the

search and the search for minerals. Furthermore,

state to organize consultations with indigenous

as the area in question was both a N“TUR“

peoples when it comes to protecting their tradi-

area and a Sami Homeland area, the landowner

tional livelihoods. Indigenous peoples need also

preferred to transfer the responsibility of issu-

to give their prior and informed consent before

ing a permit to Tukes , the relevant authority in

the state can proceed with projects that are dam-

mining issues. In its statement /D.a. /

, the

aging to indigenous traditional livelihoods. It

The closest operating mines to the Sami Homeland
are currently the Kevitsa, Pahtavaara, Kitilä, Hannukainen and Sokli mines, processing mostly nickel, gold, copper and phosphates. These mines are all located within a
km distance from the border of the Sami Homeland.
The Forestry ”oard , responsible for managing stateowned land in Finland, most of which is in Lapland.
Mention must be made that Metsähallitus has given
permits for bedrock mapping and geochemical sampling
in the area, but not for drilling, which is another form of
sampling bedrock.
Case number MH
/
/ . .
The case has not yet ended the Finnish Geological Survey would turn to Tukes only if it was necessary to secure
the rights to minerals. Instead, it tries to apply for permit
from the Metsähallitus in this ongoing project.

Statement number /D.a. /
“ccording to the Court, Tukes has failed in the process
of co-operating with the Sami Parliament in establishing
the impacts of the activity and in considering measures
to decrease and prevent damage, required by Section
of the Mining “ct.
Cases dn o
/ / and
/ /
Human Rights Commitee, Ninety-ifth session,
March to “pril
, Ángela Poma Poma v. Peru, views.
March
. Paragraph . . …The Commitee considers that participation in the decision-making process
must be efective, which requires not mere consultation
but the free, prior and informed consent of the members
of the community. In addition, the measures must respect
the principle of proportionality so as not to endanger the
very survival of the community and its members.
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will therefore be interesting to see whether the

about the outcome. The bigger the company,

S“C will follow this stricter stance in these gold

the more sensitive it is to indigenous rights is-

panning cases.

sues. “t the same time however, it most probably

. The Future – Will there be Large-scale
Mining in the Sami Homeland?

has well-established ways of negotiating with local communities. ”ig international companies
with experience in consulting with indigenous

Our semi-structured interviews conirmed the

peoples in other countries, would be less wor-

strength of protection of Sami rights. “lthough

ried than smaller companies or those that have

there are no mining sites currently located within

tried unsuccessfully to establish suicient ways

the Sami Homeland, we asked the opinion of rel-

of communication with indigenous peoples for

evant actors who are involved in mining, about

example, in “ustralia and South “frica . On the

the current and future possibilities of mining on

other hand, junior companies might not even ini-

Sami lands. The reader is instructed to note that

tiate the application process due to the strong le-

despite our eforts, we were unable to secure any

gal protection of Sami and the probability of ap-

Sami Parliament interviews. We have therefore

peal. In the case of a smaller deposit being found,

used Sami Parliament statements to clarify the

many companies would rather not try to apply

opinion of the Sami Parliament on these issues.

for permits.55

Interviewees agreed that for companies, it

The majority of the interviewed persons see

is a very important factor as to whether the site

the core of the problem in the unclear regula-

is located on an area of Sami Homeland. ”esides

tion.56 In their opinion, the wording of the Min-

the obvious fact that a company needs to earn

ing “ct is in many areas too general, and there-

the social license to operate and has to take into

fore it is diicult to predict the potential future

consideration the local people and culture, some

of a permit application. Companies aim at act-

have shared the opinion that the strong legal pro-

ing in full accordance to the rules, especially in

tection of the Sami can hinder companies who

sensitive mining-issues, and would rather not

apply for permits in these areas. “s in most of

risk long and insecure procedures. If rules both

these cases, a Sami appeal is highly expected,

national and international concerning mining

and as companies would rather not risk lengthy

activities were well-clariied, companies would

court proceedings, they tend to plan their activi-

feel more secure and would be less hesitant to

ties in other areas which would impose fewer

plan their activities in Sami areas. ”eter deined

impediments.

criteria for appeal would also ensure more secu-

Due to the lack of big deposits, there are

rity for companies. From the Sami point of view,

currently no mining sites in the Finnish Sami

regulation on land issues and, more importantly,

Homeland. The representatives of mining actors
presume that in the case that a rich deposit could
be found in the Homeland, companies would try
to apply for permits, but would be concerned

Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
Mining company representative, interviewed . .
.
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.

Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
.
Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
Mining company representative, interviewed . .
.
Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
.
55
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
56
Representative of a relevant authority, interviewed
. .
mining authority representative, interviewed
. .
.
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on compensation would have to be further clari-

might not have according to our interviews ei-

ied.

ther enough information, or have false or incom-

”esides the non-clarity of processes, many

plete information on the real efects of mining

actors have expressed the opinion that the new

activities in their Homeland, which necessarily

58

Mining “ct is too new to work properly yet .

leads to misunderstandings between the Sami

One of the biggest changes in the new “ct was the

and mining companies. The interviewed repre-

transfer of the mining authority from the Minis-

sentatives think that if the Sami were properly in-

try of Employment and Economy to Tukes, and

formed about the real efects of mining activities,

the new authority has not yet enough experience

they would probably be more willing to allow

in dealing with mining issues. Therefore, the oth-

mining activities in their Homeland area. ”esides

er authorities and parties in question are also in

understanding the obvious fact that mining does

the process of learning the permit system. This

harm the environment, the Sami would proba-

was also conirmed by the Sami Parliament in

bly need more knowledge on the precautionary

their statement on their view on the implementa-

measures taken by companies. Many of our in-

tion of the Mining “ct in the Sami Homeland.

terviewees emphasized the importance of hones-

They also felt there was a lack of explanation on

ty towards local inhabitants. Some even went so

what criteria Tukes uses to assess the efects on

far as to state that companies are perhaps more

Sami culture.

hesitant to plan activities in Sami areas than they

Interestingly, the interviewed persons concur in seeing the role of the media as one of the

actually should be, provided that they communicate honestly with the local people.

biggest problems. Since diferent media organs

Many responders supported this idea by

usually picture mining as only a harmful activity,

saying that the fact that deposits may be locat-

people tend to have a negative atitude towards

ed in the Sami Homeland does not, per se, hin-

mining in general. They further emphasized that

der companies from a permit application if the

this is especially true in the “rctic, where people

company has enough experience in engaging in

are more sensitive about environmental issues,

dialogue and negotiation with indigenous peo-

mostly due to climate change and the relatively

ples. Obviously however, this dialogue must

strong protection of indigenous peoples. In or-

be initiated at the earliest possible stage of the

der to gain people s acceptance, one possible so-

planning process, and communication with the

lution suggested by our interviewees was that

local people must be transparent.65

they would also have to be provided with more

“lthough the interviewees all agreed that

knowledge on the advantages of such activities.

more advanced consultations would help in

“s it stands, this may result in the unfortu-

many cases, dialogue alone cannot solve the

nate situation where the Sami people themselves
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
58
Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
.
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
Number of Statement
/D.a. /
Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
Mining company representative, interviewed . .
Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
.

Representative of a relevant authority, interviewed
. .
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
Mining company representative, interviewed . .
.
65
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
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whole problem.66 Therefore, beter co-operation

suring the impacts and beneits of mining on the

between companies and the Sami Parliament

Sami lands and impacts upon their culture. It

would be much more beneicial for the future.

was acknowledged that decisions cannot always

Many actors have complained about the Sami

be made solely on the basis of scientiic facts,

Parliament not sending representatives to public

when there are strong traditions, emotions and

hearings, although those are fora in which the

politics in the background.

viewpoints of diferent parties are discussed on

However, as it was further argued by the

a less formal basis. ”ecause of the lack of face-

parties, there is a growing demand to maintain

to-face consultations with the Sami Parliament,

the wider societies present lifestyle, and miner-

there is no chance to present or discuss the opin-

als are required for this purpose. “s the Lapland

ion of each party and come up with a solution

region has proven to be rich in deposits, the

that would be beneicial for all. This results in

Sami Homeland area is probably not an excep-

the situation where the Sami Parliament subse-

tion. Therefore, a growing pressure to mine on

quently sends a formal and in most cases re-

indigenous lands can be expected in the future.

jective opinion on a planned activity, even if

The situation in other Nordic countries

this is not preceded by dialogue, which aims at

with a Sami population is ambiguous. ”ased

inding consensus.68 Furthermore, according to

on the experience of our respondents, mining

the interviews, Sami individuals are not always

activities on Sami lands do exist in Sweden and

against mining, and some companies had expe-

Norway, indicating that it could be possible to

rience where Sami persons even thanked them

conduct such activities on indigenous lands.

for initiating dialogues and giving them a beter

On the other hand, however, a harsh reaction by

understanding of their activities.

Swedish Sami might result in companies being

Representatives of the mining companies all

reluctant to take steps in order to mine within

emphasized the importance and value of Sami

the Homeland in Finland, for fear of similar re-

culture and heritage, and conirmed that they

actions. However, the situation is obviously less

understood new issues such as mining, may

serious in Finland, as long as no rich deposits are

be seen as posing a threat. Moreover, they are

found.

all aware that the question of mining is only a

Most actors from the mining sector agreed

further addition to the already sensitive situation

that despite the possible threat imposed by min-

concerning the insecurity of land and cultural is-

ing on their culture and heritage, the Sami would

sues. The fundamental diferences between these

need to see and understand the beneits brought

interests thus aggravate the possibility of mea-

Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
.
Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
Mining company representative, interviewed . .
.
68
Some interviewees failed to see any solid and substantial reasoning of these formal opinions. For example,
once the Sami Parliament argued that a company was at
fault because it should have published their notiication
in the newspaper in the Sami language.
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
66

Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
.
Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
.
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
.
Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
.
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
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by the mining industry. “ccording to the inter-

of mining activities.

views, cases such as the two mines in Sodankylä

Parliament is against machinery gold-panning,

have clearly shown that although mining is a sig-

it can be inferred that at least at present, the Sami

niicant change for a municipality, such changes

people would oppose any large-scale mining in

are not necessarily changes for the worse. For

their Homeland.

instance, a mining industry would provide the
possibility for young Sami to stay in their home

Yet, given that the Sami

. Concluding Remarks

area and not be forced to move to cities in order

The new mining “ct was compiled in a fairly old-

to secure their living.

fashioned manner, in that there was practically

Such activity could be achieved with more

no preceding societal discussion. On the other

active co-operation between the Sami Parliament

hand, this has also been a very Finnish way of

and the mining companies. “ccording to many

preparing legislation, even in the case of such

interviewees, it would be a signiicant, and prob-

a societally important activity as mining. From

ably the most important, step forward if more

the Sami viewpoint however, the legislation was

exploration activities were allowed in the Home-

prepared in such a way that enabled Finland s

land region. The lack of information on the bed-

only indigenous people to inject their views and

rock and possible deposits currently poses one

inluence the preparation of the Mining “ct. “s

of the most problematic issues for companies.

discussed, the March

”y allowing more exploration, more data could

sion was signiicantly revised and improved

be provided. ”ased on such knowledge it would

from the viewpoint of Sami rights, and this was

be easier to decide whether it would be worth

mainly due to the Sami parliament s active con-

planning any kind of mining-related activities

tribution in the stakeholder consultations.

Draft Mining “ct ver-

on Sami lands. Furthermore, the Sami would still

It seems obvious that the legal protection

have the right to appeal any motions in several

that the Sami people now enjoy against mining

other phases of the current system.

and its adverse environmental and societal im-

”eter co-operation would also help to abol-

pacts is very strong, especially in their Homeland

ish the current misleading stereotypes, i.e. that

region and also elsewhere. It will be interesting

mining companies are harmful actors in the

to see what will happen with the applications to

Sami Homeland, and the associated reputation

commence machine gold panning in the Sami

of Sami people in appealing against most types

Homeland region, given that the Supreme “dministrative Court may well follow the Human
Rights Commitee s interpretation and decide
that the consent of the Sami indigenous people

Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
Mining company representative, interviewed . .
.
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
.
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.
Representative of a relevant authority, interviewed
. .
Environmental consultant, interviewed
. .
.
Mining company representative, interviewed
. .
.

is required.

Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
Environmental consultant, interviewed . .
.
Moreover, besides the Sami interests, there are other
important factors impeding mining in the northernmost
part of Finland. National parks, wilderness reserves,
Natura
areas, tourism and the rights of other local
people also have to be carefully taken into account.
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“ccording to our interviews, there may be
interest from companies, even in large-scale mining in the Sami Homeland region. Yet currently,
it seems that the Sami parliament would oppose
any such efort, and given their strong legal protection, it would thus seem diicult for any largescale mining operation to be permited to operate
in their homeland area. Currently, it seems that
Sami will accept only traditional gold-panning
activities in their Homeland region. The Sami
currently enjoy very strong legal and tangible
protection from adverse mining impacts in Finland, even if their overall legal protection cannot
yet be said to be adequate. Finland has promised
to ratify the ILO

Convention concerning the

rights of indigenous peoples for a very long time,
including promises by the present government.
Time will tell however, whether the overall legal
protection of the Sami people will proceed in the
same direction as the legal protection aforded to
them against adverse mining impacts.

The text of the Convention is available at htp //www.
ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPU”
N
O P
_ILO_CODE C
. .
.
Programme of Prime Minister Jyrki Katainen s Government, June
, p. . The programme is available
at htp //valtioneuvosto.i/hallitus/hallitusohjelma/pdf/
en
.pdf
. .
.

